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Why did you choose this e-book?

What is Overlanding?

Because you are an overlander and like to

For the second group, let's start out with a bit

hear about other overlanders' journeys? Or

of general information on what overlanding is.

because you somewhere heard the word

First of all, there isn't one official definition.

'overlanding' and want to learn more?

The shortest definition of the word 'overland' I
found in the Merriam-Webster Dictionary: "by,
on, or across land." That pretty much covers
the basics, but doesn't tell us very much.

To cite two important overland resources,
here is what Overland Journal (an NorthAmerican-based magazine on overlanding)
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Dave:
"Freedom"
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and Expedition Portal (an online community

international boundaries. While expedition

of overlanding travelers) say:

is defined as a journey with a purpose,

“

overlanding sees the journey as the purpose."

Henk & Marianne:

"Exploring remote places, with their special wildlife
habitats and landscapes. Using unpaved tracks and
camping in not designated places."

"Overlanding describes self-reliant adventure

Organized or Independent?

travel to remote destinations where the

While there are organized forms of overlanding,

journey is the primary goal. Typically, but not

where you pay for an organized overland

exclusively, accommodated by mechanized off-

journey by truck (common in South America,

highway capable transport (from bicycles to

Africa, and from Europe to Asia), this e-book

trucks) where the principal form of lodging is

is about independent overlanders. And while

camping; often lasting for extended lengths

the description above includes bicyclists,

of time (months to years) and often spanning

we decided to narrow this e-book down to
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“

Our Open Road:

"Being in control of when and where we go
not having to pre-arrange for accommodation
and stay on route where a bus will take you."

people who have traveled long-term (six

Whereas we found maybe a handful of other

months or longer) and crossed more than

overlanders on the Internet in 2003 (no doubt

one country with a motorized vehicle.

there were more out there but the use of
Internet was much more limited than today),

The Overlanders Today

you can now start on an overland trip fully

When Coen and I, Karin-Marijke, left the

prepared having read dozens of blogs written by

Netherlands, in 2003, we had bought an old Land

overlanders all over the world. During the first

Cruiser with the idea to drive to Asia for a year or

number of years we mostly met Dutch (in Asia),

two. Now, more than a dozen years later, we're

Germans, French and Swiss (in South America).

still on the road and after Asia we extensively
explored South America. Over those years, the
group of overlanders has been changing.
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“

Kobus (Life Remotely):

"Coming around a corner and seeing
something unexpected, something new
and yet strangely familiar."

It's been a pleasure to watch how this group

Land Cruisers, Land Rovers, Westfalias, Syncros,

has grown with many North Americans, South

motorcycles, Unimogs and MAN trucks. But

Americans and East Europeans, among others.

that doesn't stop others from doing the same

To find people who are on the road today who

trip with a 2CV, a limousine, a tractor, not to

keep up with their blogs, this is a good source of

mention the creative minds who construct

information: overlanderstoday.com (if you'd like

their own buggy, truck, or other vehicle.

to be added to that list, just shoot us an email).
So who are all those crazy people driving
In your internet search, or on the road, you'll

around the world? Well, that's what

come across the typical overland vehicles as

we'll be sharing in this e-book.
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Why this e-book?

You don't have money? Learn how people have

e-book will be available through our website,

We want to show people that overland travel

become creative in either saving money or finding

landcruisingadventure.com, free of charge. It

is, in principle, for everybody: for couples, for

means to work on the road. The world is too

is solely meant as a means of inspiration.

families, for those with limited time or budget,

dangerous? Check out Hal Stephen's ideas on the

for those who are ignorant of mechanics, or

subject. Handicapped, having a chronic illness?

So enjoy the stories, get inspired and set out

who want to travel with their own-built rig.

After reading Henk and Marianne's account you

on your own journey, if you haven't already.

Overland travel is not limited to age, background,

may see it doesn't have to be an obstacle.

Do you like to be included?

type of vehicle, part of the world. Through
these stories we like to show that the only

Other subjects we'll discuss are minimalist

Do you feel your story would contribute to

limitations are the ones that are in your head.

overlanding, overlanding solo or in a small

this collection, one that covers a new theme

group and overlanding with dogs.

(e.g. overlanding when retired, with your

You think having kids is stopping you from hitting

own-built rig, homeschooling, without having

the road? Here you'll find stories of families,

To get one thing out of the way: no, there

a clue about mechanics)? We'd be happy to

and of couples who had a baby on the road.

is no money involved in this project. This

welcome you aboard. You can find us here.
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OVERLANDING SOLO
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In 2006, Dave met some people from Argentina driving the Alaska Highway
and the seed was planted, so in 2007-2008, Dave Connors (U.S.) went on a
six-month trip from the U.S. down the PanAmerican Highway from Canada
to Chile/Argentina with Ruby Claire, his 1997 FZJ80 Toyota Land Cruiser.
He names all his cars, doesn't really know why but they are all female
and come from a song. His favorite part of the journey was the Atacama
Desert, which is the part he remembers most vividly and to which his mind
instantly wanders when asked about his trip.

OVERLANDING SOLO
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Q

Most overlanders appear to be teamed

her the trip was more important than she was.

was 100% ideal I’d still be planning. I felt

up, whereas relatively few overlanders

She could join me if she wanted but I was not

I was 85% ready to go, a companion being

travel solo. What was your motivation

going to stay home. The reason I say 'probably

part of the 15%, and I wasn’t going to get

to hit the road on your own?

would have preferred to go with someone' is

any closer by waiting, so I prepped my truck,

that after the fact I’m not so sure that’s true.

built my website and chased my dream.

but going alone or not going at all was not even a

There is a more basic lesson to be learned from

I have traveled a handful of times to foreign

debate. I was going. I had sort of started dating

this and that is that there is never a perfect time

countries with friends and I find it far too easy

someone a few months before I left, but I told

to hit the road. If I had waited until everything

to travel and live in our own little bubble. We

I probably would have preferred not to go solo

OVERLANDING SOLO
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may chat briefly with locals but it almost takes
a conscious effort to live according to local
customs and mores. Instead of finding charm
and character in the differences it can slip
into criticism fairly quickly. WE engage them
on OUR terms. Traveling solo I am forced to

Q

engage them on THEIR terms. Big difference.

Did you have any experience in traveling
solo before your Pan America trip? What
kind preparations did you make that are
specifically geared to traveling alone?
Prior to my trip I traveled quite a bit for my work
so I was accustomed to sitting in restaurants
by myself and wandering around cities alone.
I’d done plenty of exploring deserts on my own
as well, so the psychology of making my trip
alone was not a challenge. Indefinite overland
travel is far different than a week on the
company dime but it was by no means a new
sensation to be alone in a foreign city/country.

OVERLANDING SOLO
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Q

What challenges/problems did you face
because you traveled solo and how did
you deal with them? Were there specific
countries or regions that were particular
hard on a solo traveler, and if so, why?
Or, on the other hand, were there specific
places or times on your travels that being
on your own in fact was an advantage?
If so, can you give us examples?
Humans need interaction with other humans.
I’d been on the road for about a month. I’d left

“

My parents and rock hound grandparents took me out
to the deserts of Utah and Nevada for 16 years before
I could drive. Then they gave me the freedom to do it
on my own, once I started driving, and I visited all the
states in the U.S. with the exception of Hawaii as there is

the familiarity of Baja behind and had been in

no road to get there.

central Mexico for about a week. I’d slipped into
a weird funk because of my embarrassment
with the language and avoided human contact

I turned around and ventured back into a town

I showed by speaking my childlike Spanish

– aside from gas attendants and taco stands –

void of tourists. I parked my truck and went

endeared me to my waitress. Then the locals

at all costs. This funk lasted a few days. I was

for a walk. I forced myself to go into a shop to

began talking to me about my trip in their broken

driving on a middle of nowhere highway through a

buy a bootleg soccer jersey, found a restaurant

English. A very intimate interaction between

middle of nowhere town, in southeastern Mexico.

with a waitress and locals, and put myself in a

total strangers. This happened to me over and

As I was leaving town I decided it was time to

place where I had to engage with them. Then

over again. I used that night to remind myself

‘man up’ and get over my embarrassment.

a funny thing happened. The vulnerability

that it’s okay to struggle with communication.

OVERLANDING SOLO
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Even after my skills improved I still used that
one night as my motivation to engage with
the locals. The fear was gone. Had I been with
a friend we probably would have ordered our
food and just talked between ourselves. Even
now when I return to Mexico I try to get away
from my friends at least once to talk with
the locals one-on-one. I think it makes them
far more eager/willing to chat with me.

I think the most difficult region to travel solo was
the Altiplano of Peru and Bolivia. The poverty
there was unrivaled on my journey (except maybe
in Nicaragua) and it was a stark contrast to what
I was experiencing. I had no one to discuss it
with, no one that could understand my confusion,
and no way to distract myself from the quality of
the life they were living in contrast to the joy I
experienced each and every day of my journey.

For a fixed amount of time (not sure what
the limit is) I prefer to travel solo. Toward the

OVERLANDING SOLO
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end of my six months I was ready to share

in a local 4x4 club and a fellow Cruiser owner. I

questions and understand most of the answers

my experiences with friends. As I plan for

gave him my email address and phone number

and then we’d go quiet. They asked me something

future overland travel I plan to do it solo.

and we tentatively planned to go exploring two

I didn’t understand, we’d spend five minutes on

Those plans might change under certain

days later. I serviced my truck the following

their explaining the words to me, we’d laugh, then

circumstances but I think I prefer to go alone.

day and honestly, when the second day rolled

go quiet again. There was no awkwardness, as we

around I really doubted I’d hear from him.

all knew I was doing my best and we’d just look

Q

We sometimes speculate in what way
our journey would have been different

Early that morning my phone

had we done it individually. We assume

rang and sure enough, four

that traveling solo most likely pushes

members of his club were taking

you harder to learn local languages and

the day off to show me the sites

that you'll probably interact more with

around Riobamba. They took me

local people. Do you find this to be true,

on a back road up to the base of

or are we creating a wrong image here?

Vulcan Chimborazo, showed me

Saying goodbye to friends from
the road in Riobamba, Ecuador.

an artesian well surrounded by
From my perspective you’re absolutely right. You

collapsed Inca ruins, neither of

find yourself becoming best friends with hotel/

which were on the map. We sat

campground hosts, waitresses, border agents,

down in a local chicken brasaria

total strangers. After checking into a motel

and I bought them dinner. They

in Riobamba, Ecuador I walked out onto the

didn’t speak any English so

street to find a local taking pictures of my Land

there were many lags in the

Cruiser. We talked a bit and I learned he was

conversation. I’d venture a few

OVERLANDING SOLO
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Dave and Ruby Claire under
the light of the full moon
at Cerro Fitzroy, Argentina.

at each other and laugh. Total strangers I’d met
8 hours earlier and we were laughing together
like old friends. I shook hands and said goodbye.

When I got back to my hotel I ran into some
American businessmen in the lobby. It took me
a while to get used to words I understood and
invited myself to join them at a bar that night.

I travel in the US a lot for my work and have
ignored thousands of people in hotel lobbies

OVERLANDING SOLO

“

Favorites: A remote
campsite, a towering
volcano, glacier-fed river
or an empty desert.

and bars over the last 14 years. Never once

The obvious answer to the question is: of course.

have I considered joining them in any of

The challenge wasn’t the solitude but the lack

their meals or conversations. When alone in

of meaningful connection with others. That may

a foreign country I had no fear and it was a

sound confusing, but the point is I was fine being

Q

wonderful evening. Had I been with a friend

alone. Sitting by a driftwood campfire watching

I’m sure we would have walked right by.

the moon rise with no companions but the
crashing waves is enjoyable solitude. The miles

Did traveling on your own come

and miles of roads driven alone is easy solitude.

with moments of loneliness? If so,

Sitting in crowded restaurants or wandering

how did you deal with them?

around the streets of a big city I felt the need
to engage with those around me. My Spanish

17

skills allow for a lot of small talk and casual

The times I did feel it and couldn’t get myself out

conversation, which is nice but every now and

of it I’d make a Skype call home. The technology

then I needed more and I just couldn’t find it.

was a bit basic at the time but I’d call my old
team at work and remind them how jealous they

Q

You are back in the States now. If you
were to travel again would you go solo
again or not? What improvements
or alterations would you make
knowing what you know now?

I got lucky and found some fellow English-

were of my trip, I’d get put on a speaker phone

speaking travelers to talk to or I did things

with friends during their/our weekly lunch or

that I knew would get me out of my loneliness;

talked to my family if I could catch them together.

I’d go solo without hesitation. I recently got

hiking, swimming in the ocean, a nice long

Just 10 minutes of me talking about back home

back from a ‘normal’ vacation to Cartagena,

walk through a jungle. Physical exercise cured

and them reminding me of their jealousy put

Colombia and while most people couldn’t

any funk fairly quickly. I only experienced

me back in a good mood. I always remembered

figure out why I went alone I loved every

true loneliness two or three times over the six

that there were dozens of people back home

second of it. I think adjusting to traveling

months of my trip, but at some other times

living vicariously through my adventures and

with someone else would create far more

felt it coming and fought to ward it off.

I owed it to them to maximize each day.

challenges than any I would face being alone.

OVERLANDING SOLO
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Improving myself I could do by writing more
for my own sake. Improving the quality of
the trip would come from slowing the pace if
budget allowed. By doing so I could learn more

Q

about each town, myself, the language and
explore the mountains and deserts further.

What would be your main lesson or
tip to share with overlanders who
are considering traveling solo?
Learn to listen. I know it sounds basic or simple
and I don’t just mean to the words or language
but to the tone and attitude of each town,
city, country etc. On the Pan Am specifically
there are so many subtle differences within the
same language it takes a deeper perception. In
doing so you can discern who to trust vs. who
might be trying to take advantage of you.

I made a deliberate effort, as soon as I could
after entering a new country or region, to find a

OVERLANDING SOLO
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crowded public place to just process. It could be

Raised in a middle-class suburb Dave Connors

considered eavesdropping and possibly rude but

was fortunate that his grandparents

I’d buy a bottle of Coke, or Inca Cola or Fanta,

introduced him to adventure early in life and

something with sugar and just sit and listen. Listen

he has chased it ever since. Despite living in

to the conversations, slang and dialect, volume

the mountains of Utah and Alaska it’s in the

and inflection and observe the body language.

desert where he feels most at home. Seeing
the Atacama Desert was a huge motivator

As a solo traveler you’ll rely on local knowledge

for his trip down the PanAm. He has driven

and interaction on a daily basis. Knowing the best

over 600k miles over the years wandering

way to filter this for your benefit is invaluable

around the southwestern US, Baja, and

and provides once-in-a-lifetime experiences.

making 7 trips back and forth to Alaska.
Land Cruisers are his chosen vehicle and
he trusts them as well as his preparations
and experience in traveling solo implicitly.
You can follow him primarily on Facebook and Instagram.
He writes very occasionally on washboardhighway
or for his racing team Canguro Racing. His website
for PanAm trip is ExpeditionAmericas.

OVERLANDING SOLO
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HAVING A CHILD ON THE ROAD
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Spark your Dream is an inspiring book that Candelaria and Herman,
both Argentineans, wrote about their 3.5-year trip from Buenos Aires to
Alaska. Fourteen years later they are still exploring our planet in the same
car they started out in: a 1928 Graham-Paige. They have four children:
Pampa, Tehue, Paloma and Wallaby. Are you thinking about overlanding
and having a baby along the way? Here's your chance to check out
Candelaria and Herman's vision on the subject.

HAVING A CHILD ON THE ROAD
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Q
Q

In your book Spark your Dream
you discuss the issue of wanting to
travel but also to start a family. What
made you choose to travel first?
We thought if we had a baby first, we would
never do the journey, as we thought that it
would be much too difficult, or even impossible.

Instead of your planned 6-month drive
from Argentina to Alaska you took some
3.5 years. When you started your family
did you have any idea you would stay on
the road for such a long time, or that it
would become, in fact, your way of life?
The best part of your plans as a traveler is that
things never work out as you thought they
would, always better. We had the romantic
momento in Antigua, Guatemala – be careful
if you go there – and the baby was born in
North Carolina. The trip became our way of life,

HAVING A CHILD ON THE ROAD
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“

Favorite place: We don’t have a favorite country, each
one means something special to us. It’s like choosing
between your children. We really can’t choose one
specific place, we feel at home in each country and miss

but when you choose a way of life, it doesn't
mean it will be forever. We have done many
things in our lives, and will continue to do so.

it so much when we leave it.

Q

How did family and friends respond to
your having a child on the road, and
subsequently travel with a newborn?
Happy / excited / anxious / angry? And

But, of course, when we started out, the idea of
traveling for six months felt already so long. Six

how did you deal with their reactions?

months!!! But now we can't believe that fourteen

Well, of course, they wanted us to be close

years have passed. It went so fast. If we had

to them, so they weren’t too happy, but not

known, we would have said it was impossible.

because they thought that something might

HAVING A CHILD ON THE ROAD
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“

happen to the child. They were fine with it, but

with a baby, so we figured to let him be

both families did miss their first grandchild.

born in Alaska. However, when he arrived

Q

there he was already 16 months old.

Today, after more than ten years on the
road, you are a family of six. Did you
specifically plan a country/city to have
your babies? If so, why those places?

Love: The freedom to go

So many people think that we did, but
no. When we got pregnant with Pampa,
we thought we wouldn't be able to travel

HAVING A CHILD ON THE ROAD

and stop wherever and
whenever we want.

Q

Can you tell us how your pregnancies
went while traveling and the delivery
of your babies in non-Argentinean
countries? Did you feel you could get
the medical care where needed? Did you
consider flying home to have the baby?
Perfect! If you can be pregnant during the
best time of your life, it will be so good for
your child and you. We did two deliveries in
hospitals, and two births with midwives. And,

25

“

Inspiration: Our Dream
was to travel. We were
going to go backpacking
but four months before
our departure date,
a mechanic showed up
offering us this vintage car.
We fell in love with it and
saw it as the way to go for
our Dream.

HAVING A CHILD ON THE ROAD
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“

When we got pregnant
with Pampa, we thought
we wouldn't be able to
travel with a baby.

of course, the last two – with the midwives –
were the best. It has to be clear that pregnancy
is not a disease, it’s something so natural, the
most beautiful and natural thing on earth.

If there are doctors around, I don't see why
I wouldn't be pregnant while traveling. It
never crossed our minds to return home to
have the baby. Of course, it would have been
nice to have had the family around. But we
didn’t have the money plus I would need to
fly before the 7th month, and then the baby
would need another month before it could go
on an airplane – it was just too complicated.

HAVING A CHILD ON THE ROAD
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Q

How long did you wait before traveling again

sleep, and clean nappies. It's so easy to travel

future that we were so afraid of, and here we are

after you had your baby? Can you tell us

with them. Kids are so adaptable; we adults are

enjoying 4 kids. The eldest is already 11 years old.

something about that initial time? The joys,

the problem as it is harder for us to adapt.

the fears you may have had traveling with a
newborn? And how did you deal with them?

People are not having kids or getting married
About that initial time: Imagine being in your

because of fears. They are not going for their

Dream, with the love of your life, and now also

dreams because they are afraid and they go

With Pampa we waited 1 month, with Tehue

having the result of that love! The joys were

through life just taking care that nothing happens.

13 days, with Paloma 3 months, with Wallaby

millions more than the fears, but of course you

And at the end they didn't live; they just passed

7 days. The babies need only mummy's milk,

always have fears. But you know, today is that

through. Life is not a problem; problems don't

HAVING A CHILD ON THE ROAD
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exist. In life there are challenges, and thank god!
So don't be afraid of challenges, but be afraid

Q

of safety and comfort, as there is no safety.

What would be your biggest lesson or
tip to share with future overlanders
who are thinking of starting a
family while on the road?
The world is our home. Once you leave your
country you are still on your planet. You were

At the age of eight and ten Candelaria and Herman Zapp met

not born in a box, you were not born inside a

and the love they felt at that time grew and became a reality

fence; you were born on a planet. You travel

when Candelaria was fourteen. For ten years they dated and

on the planet, not a road. If you want to have

grew up together with a dream accompanying them. After six

a child, you first need to follow your feelings.

years of marriage, they took their first step pushed by their

If your feelings make you want to share your

desire to have children. After their trip to Alaska they wrote and

love, this baby will come to the right place.

self-published Atrapa tu Sueno, bestseller at the International
Book Fair of Buenos Aires in 2005. Today, its 10th edition
sells successfully while its English version Spark your Dream
follows suit. You can follow them on their website or facebook:
Spark your dream (English) and Atrapa tu sueno (Spanish)

HAVING A CHILD ON THE ROAD
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OVERLANDING WITH A DISEASE
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Meet Henk and Marianne from the Netherlands. They have made many
overland trips, starting in the 1980s, covering pretty much all continents. They
are an incredibly spirited couple, with an admirable, positive outlook on the
world and an inspiring state of mind. Henk's chronic diseases and physical
condition (he was born with a split spine, got polio as a kid and Bechterew’s
disease when an adult) don't stop them from exploring the world.
An Overlander's Inspiration indeed!

OVERLANDING WITH A DISEASE
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Q

We imagine that having an illness/
handicap adds to the challenges of
overlanding. Henk, can you describe your
illness and can the two of you give us
an idea of how it affects your travels?
I was born with a split spine (spina bifida)
and some of its effects are: My body is
sometimes paralyzed from the affected area
downwards, and internal organs are stimulated
in a way that I need a toilet very frequently.
This is the biggest problem but only in cities,
which is the reason we try to avoid them.

When I was 3 years old, I got polio (poliomyelitis).
I was operated on both legs three times. The
effects are: Less muscle power, limited movement
of the ankles, post polio syndrome, I need

When I was in my forties I was diagnosed with

always pain, walking gets more difficult.

orthopedic shoes, I need a support stocking

Bechterew’s disease (spondolytis ankolopoetica),

The diseases are not progressive but with

because I regularly have erysipelas in one leg;

a kind of rheumatism. This is a permanent

advancing years, the after-effects are getting

within a few hours I may develop a high fever and

inflammation of joints and spine. Side effects

more serious and it seems more difficult to cope

need antibiotics; walking is becoming more difficult.

are inflammation of the eyes, psoriasis,

– more pain, less muscle power, less endurance.

OVERLANDING WITH A DISEASE
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Dreams: Henk, "It has always been my dream to live a
lifestyle of intermittent traveling and being at home."
Marianne, "I traveled a lot with my parents.

I have dreamed of traveling and adventure ever since."
This means that standing for longer than one

avoid hot and humid climates, which is the reason

minute is a problem and I don’t like walking at

we did not go to Venezuela and the Guianas.

all. It is limited to two hours at the most. On
hikes I use walking sticks, like Nordic walking

Marianne: We take turns driving and try to

poles and we can still go on short hikes, thanks

avoid long days of driving. Unfortunately, we

to my personal bearer Marianne. She always

don’t do a lot of hiking. For safety reasons I

carries the heavy camera and backpack.

don’t hike on my own. Because we have a 4WD
we can still get to the most beautiful places.

During our travels it is more difficult to do the

Henk does the off-road driving, so I can explore

daily exercises, which I should do. Because of a

the road or a river that has to be crossed.

bigger chance of getting erysipelas in my leg we

OVERLANDING WITH A DISEASE
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Q

How have people in your surroundings
reacted to your traveling all over the world
even though Henk has a deteriorating
condition? Have people been supportive,
or raised objections? In the latter
case, how do you deal with them?
Henk: In general people admire me for what
we do, that’s why they are always helpful and
supportive. When I have to cross a river or
mudflats on foot, they will stay beside me as a
backup. Often they will lend a hand. On a walking
trail other people always make room. A few
times they offered to carry me for money, which
I refused. I have never had negative reactions.

Marianne: When Henk wears shorts, everybody
looks at his legs. People are very helpful,
e.g. giving him a seat in a full bus.

OVERLANDING WITH A DISEASE
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“
Q

Motto: Keep in mind what
you can do, and not what
you cannot do!

Q

How about health insurance? Is it more

our travels and until now it has always been

difficult to find a travel insurance covering

pretty easy to find. Having said that, it will

medical costs because of your condition?

be a challenge to drive back home through

Any info to share on the subject?

Mongolia and Russia, through thinly populated
areas. We may have to change our plans.

Henk: In the Netherlands I have a regular health
insurance, which covers the whole world, the

Marianne: When Henk is ill, I have to take care of

What specific arrangements did you

only restriction being that we never travel longer

him. I find a hospital if necessary and do all the

make prior to your departure in view

than 6 months at a stretch, which we never

driving. Fortunately, I am a midwife, so I know

of your condition? Did you modify

do anyway. There are no special restrictions

a little bit what to do. Henk’s health is certainly

your car or equipment in any way, or

because of my condition. From 1985 to 1990

no reason to stay home, but good healthcare

maybe select a specific type of vehicle
because of Henk's condition?

Henk: For the car we bought Recaro seats, which
are very comfortable for my back. In the camper,
the mattresses have a thickness of 12 cms,
which is probably a lot thicker than the average
overlander's mattress. Because I cannot stand and
wait in line we ask for a wheelchair in museums

Q

we traveled for two years at a stretch, so

in Africa and South America is more difficult to

then it was very difficult to find insurance.

find than in North America, so this may influence
the choice of countries we are going to visit.

Do you need medical checkups or
attention? Can you find those easily on

We traveled for three weeks on the Canning

the road? How have you experienced

Stock desert track in Australia, where hospitals

medical care in the countries you visited?

are few and far between. Sometimes you have
to take some risk. In Tanzania, Henk had a bad

Henk: Medical checkups are needed regularly,

infection of his leg and healthcare was very

and at airports. This also has the advantage that

but they can be done when we are at home.

primitive. Fortunately, I could solve the problem

we can get through customs very fast, haha.

Sometimes medical attention is needed during

myself. We visited an eye specialist in Bolivia, who
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provided fast and good care. In Italy we didn’t

Henk: I need medication on a daily base, but

even have to pay the eye specialist in a hospital.

I also carry medication preventatively, in case

But we have never had to go to a hospital for

I need it if one of the side- effects appears.

diarrhea, dengue or malaria. We have been lucky.

I learned that you can buy most of it all

Q

over the world. I always carry a medication

Do you need medicines and can you

passport, issued by my pharmacy, just in

buy them on the road, or do you bring

case customs ask for it. They never have.

your medicines with you? Do you

Q

What challenges/problems have you
faced because of your condition and
how have you dealt with them?
Henk: Because I grew up with physical problems
I think it is easier to deal with them, but it does
take character – if you are really determined to
travel you can do it. Very important as well is the

need special paperwork to buy them,

Marianne: We take enough medicines with

help of my wife, and the fact that she knows how

or to cross borders with them?

us for an eye infection or erysipelas, so we

to deal with my condition. I could probably take

can start treatment immediately if necessary.

more effective medication if I stayed at home

Crossing borders has never been a problem.

where I have injection fluids in the refrigerator.
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But it is a lot of hassle to take them with me

an advantage. Still, we'd like to ask the

on the plane and they have to be kept in the

question because there are surprises

fridge, so I choose to make concessions.

everywhere and we have learned that what
appears to be a disadvantage, doesn't

Marianne: We were shipping the camper from

necessarily have to be one. Has this been

Cartagena in Colombia to Veracruz in Mexico. The

the case for you in this respect? Has your

car was already in the harbor and we would fly

condition brought you experiences that

to Veracruz the next day. Within two hours Henk

you might otherwise have missed?

got a high fever and we had left the antibiotics
in the car. Fortunately, we could order them from

Henk: At the border between Malawi and

a pharmacy and a courier brought them. I called

Mozambique customs asked for ‘presents’.

the airline to arrange a wheelchair. Fortunately,

Because I refused to give them, they searched

the crew didn’t notice that Henk had a high fever;

the whole camper and found our satellite

otherwise they might have refused to take us on

telephone and heaps of medication. They

board. In Veracruz, Henk was still ill. We had to

wanted to take everything. After a few hours,

visit many offices to get all the paperwork done in

I asked for the chief and showed him the

the harbor. Because the car is in Henk’s name he

scars on my back and legs. Within a minute

has to present everywhere in person. Next time

we could go. This shows that sometimes

I will be the owner of the car in the documents.

physical problems can be an advantage.

It's hard to imagine that having a

Marianne: Because we travel slower than most

handicap or being chronically ill can be

other overlanders, we have more time to observe
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animals. In this case having patience and

Henk Nijlunsing (1947) and Marianne van

going slower has been an advantage.

Hasselt (1953) have combined traveling with

Q

spending time at home, in the Netherlands,

What would be your most important

where Marianne works as a midwife. Henk

lesson or tip to share with future

has retired.

overlanders who are considering
traveling with a handicap/illness?

After having explored the Americas in
their four-wheel drive truck, Asia by public

Henk: If you want to be an overlander

transport, and Australia in another car, they

with a precarious physical condition

bought a Toyota Land Cruiser Pickup 4.2D,

you really must have the guts and a

which they call Bluescruiser because of

strong will, more so than an average

Henk's love for blues and boogie-woogie

person has, but then you can do it.

music.

Marianne: Just go. There is a

Among their favorite places are Australia

solution for everything.

for its freedom, Uganda for its people, and
Chile, Argentina and Antarctica for their
landscapes and wildlife.
You can follow their travels on their website.
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OVERLANDING WITH A TODDLER
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Adam and Emily love the outdoors, including the beach and surfing.
After having driven from the U.S. to South America they slowed down,
concluding they wanted to be more where they were than focusing on
driving to the next place, and decided to make their Westfalia T3 their
indefinite home. At the end of a visit to the U.S. to see their family,
two-year old Colette wanted to go home. "Where is home?" her mother
asked. "Well, Peru, of course," she stated with conviction. Read about the
challenges and fun of traveling with a toddler.
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Q

What age was Colette when you started
your journey? How did your family and
friends react to the idea? Were they
supportive or did they feel you were
acting irresponsibly by bringing such
a young child to Latin America?
It is funny how having children suddenly brings
out the ‘expert’ in many people who feel their
style of parenting is irrefutably correct (or their
thoughts on it in general, even if they do not
have kids of their own). We have been blessed
with a circle of friends and family who are not
like those people. The support of our loved
ones empowers us on this journey. When we
left California Colette was 21 months old.
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Q

Did you make any special preparations

disassembled an old baby seat we had and

photo album of Colette with friends and family

with regard to traveling with such a young

extracted the hardware. He first built a maquette

– she has come to cherish her ‘love book.’

child, e.g. in terms of vaccinations, bringing

and modifiied the design accordingly. Next he

specific medicines, or modifying your car?

made the seat out of ½ “ plywood, sanding and

Colette got all the recommended vaccinations

painting it with a semi-gloss finish (for easy

safe for her age-range (yellow fever was not,

Pre-departure there were a few preparations

wipe downs). It is a 3-piece design, which can

and she got that one on the road in Ecuador);

we made just for Colette. Adam built a custom

be removed easily. Emily made the seat-pad

we brought children’s liquid Tylenol and a

car seat between the two captain’s chairs in

and upholstered it to match the captain’s chair

children’s probiotic blend that we can mix

the front of our 1990 VW Westfalia van. He

covers she also made. Emily also made a small

with juice to keep her tummy balanced.
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“

Favorite: Making the decision to slow down
was, and continues to be, our ‘favorite part.’
Living at a slower pace allows us to enjoy
and absorb the culture, enjoy the people and
explore the landscapes of each place we visit.

Q

Is traveling with a toddler harder than

We have traveled as a couple for ten years – it

with just the two of you? Does it stop you

is certainly a different trip as a family. Trips to

from doing what you really want to do, or

the park replace late night dancing and we go

does it cause other challenges/problems?

horseback riding instead of white water rafting.

If so, can you give us some examples?

However, those are rare occasions, which we

And how do you overcome them?

happily traded for a life of shared experiences.
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It is important to mention that we each take

Q

time to enjoy our own interests: Adam is a
passionate surfer and Emily enjoys yoga.

Traveling with a toddler must have its
advantages as well, we can imagine
that the presence of a child helps
to break the ice when meeting local
people. How is this for you?
Colette, nicknamed “the ambassador of love &
joy”, breaks down barriers instantly. When sternlooking cops wave us over to inspect our travel
documents, their faces quickly melt into friendly
smiles when they spot the happy ‘gringita.’

Parenthood is an international ‘club’ and
as traveling members, we enjoy meeting
local families along the route – be it at
a market or in the park – the shared
camaraderie is an immediate bond.
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Q

What is in it for Colette? We've heard
people argue that because of the journey
the child won't play enough with other
kids, or will miss getting to know other
kids as they would in e.g. kindergarten.
How do you look upon this issue?
The greatest benefit Colette gets from this
trip is having both her parents as a constant
in her life! Most American (or should we say
western?) children have one, and in many
cases two parents that work full time and thus
their time together is limited to driving to and
from daycare, dinner, bath and weekends.

As a result of our nomadic lifestyle Colette
is outgoing and flexible. She makes friends
easily and although reluctant to leave new
friends that she particularly connects with, she
looks forward to meeting new amigos. There
are parks in nearly every town along the way,
and where there are parks, there are kids.
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Q

What tips would you share with overlanders

4

who want to travel with a baby/toddler?

surprises – a ziplock bag of stickers, a few small

within arm’s reach at all times. Toilet paper is not

toys… and once a day, week or month (as needed,

provided in most bathrooms, sticky faces need

Your toddler will be a toddler whether you

really) get them out to bring new excitement to

wiping and inevitably a spill will occur. You will

stay at home or go on the road- so go!

your sweetie’s eyes

relish a quick wipe-down yourself after a long hot

Reveal your secrets slowly. Bring a stash of

Here are our 10 Tips:

1

8

Baby wipes are your friend. Keep a pack

day on the open road.

5

Carry snacks. Stock up when you are at

a place with good snacks - raisins, granola

9

going, show it on a map, talk about it, get them

bars, nuts, a fresh orange – nothing that will

tell you. You will need to stop to pee, to eat, to

excited too!

(inevitably) get squashed at the bottom of your

stretch, and be prepared to plug your ears as the

bag like a nectarine or yogurt

banshee wail of excitement echoes through the

2

Prepare for departure. Explain where you are

Bring your tribe with you. Colette calls her

van when you pass a park. Stop, meet the locals,

photo album her ‘love book’. Print 4x6 pictures

6

and slide them in a small album that will be just

change as fast as the weather, so on excursions

theirs – not just posed photos, but pictures of

bring a change of clothes for what may come –

your toddler reading a book with Meme, cooking

sunscreen, a hat & sweater

Always bring backup. Your toddler's mood can

with Auntie, and playing ball with cousins…

Pack for now, not the future. Bring what fits

push your kiddo on the swing and then continue
on your way with a happy munchkin.

10

Remember to charge your batteries or

bring spares. On your journey, there will be

7
3

Allot more time than google maps or the gps

Sign up for skype… and make sure your

family does too! If you are traveling for an

your little one now, not what will fit in six months.

extended period of time, make connecting a cinch

There are kids everywhere, and clothes and other

with the wonderful world wide web.

moments that you want to capture for a lifetime
– don’t get caught with a dead battery!

necessities for them are available along the road.
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Adam, Emily & Colette Harteau left
California for a one-year excursion
around the Americas in October 2012.
Five months in, they decided to stay on
the road indefinitely. Adam is an artist
and finds inspiration in the landscapes
and people he meets along the way;
Emily is a fashion designer and camp
chef, currently working on a cookbook;
Colette, also known as “the ambassador
of love and joy,” enjoys drawing, singing
and following along on the crazy
adventures her parents take her on.
Between the interview and the time
of publishing this e-book, Colette got
a beautiful little sister named Sierra.

You can follow them on their website, on
Instagram, Facebook and Twitter.
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OVERLANDING IN A SMALL GROUP
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Traveling for a 1.5 years with three people is not something many of us do.
Meet Jessica (US), Kobus (South Africa), and Jared (US), who did. A movie was
the reason to call their Toyota 4Runner SR5 'Blue,' – "You're my boy, Blue!"
from Old School. Fortunately, the car happens to be (periwinkle) blue.
They did a lot of amazing things, among which writing an e-book with
practical information on overlanding in Mexico & Central America, and a
cookbook called Forks on the Road. Read how they managed living with the
three of them, how they got along and solved their issues.
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Q

A group of three adults traveling together

Jessica: Yes, Kobus and I drove from

for such an extensive period of time is

Johannesburg to Uganda and back in four

not something we've encountered before.

months in 2008. Jared joined us on that trip

What inspired you to travel as a trio and

for three weeks. Africa was our overlanding

who came up with the idea? And what

learning experience. We also drove across

is your relationship to each other?

Australia in 2010 in a rental car, while

Jessica: Jared and I are brother and sister.

holding down our jobs back home. Australia
was our ‘working remotely’ experience.

Kobus and I are married. I’m the only girl,
Kobus is the only South African, and Jared is

Before we left on the Pan-America trip we had a

the only one not bound to another person by

lot of concerns, most of them resolved via loud

a marital contract. I don’t think traveling as a

drunken conversations. “NO, WE DON’T NEED

trio was anyone’s specific idea. We’ve traveled

JERRY CANS OR A ROOF RACK!!!” Side note, I won

Q

together in the past, to Africa, Asia, etc. It

on the Jerry cans, not the roof rack. We never ran

worked, so it made sense to try it again.

out of fuel, but we did need to strap fifty kilos of
firewood to the roof in order to roast half a pig

Did you have any experience in traveling

in a shopping cart for Thanksgiving. You can’t

this way before your Pan-Am journey? What

win ‘em all, and sometimes it’s for the better.

were your biggest concerns, and did you
talk them through before leaving? Did they

My biggest concerns were about working. I

come true and how did you deal with them?

started this trip with the intention of keeping
enough graphic design clients that I could
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continue working part time to offset the costs

students discussions. The internet was slow

of travel. I had no idea if the internet would be

and painful at times but not a problem.

reliable, or if my clients would trust that I could

Blue turned out to save our skin a few times

Q

and the little maintenance that was needed was
minor enough that it did not leave us stranded.

get projects done while living in a tent in Latin

As the team driver I was concerned about overall

America. Thankfully they did. And the internet,

safety of the cargo as well as the reliability of

while maddeningly slow most of the time, was

Blue. Keeping everyone safe on the road was

prevalent enough to get the jobs done.

stressful and tiring. Not only did I need to pay
close attention to how Blue was behaving, I also

Did each of you have a specific task before
& during (and maybe after) your journey?
Can you tell us something about how
you decided on who did what, how that
arrangement worked and if you adjusted it

Kobus: I was concerned about two things. As

needed to keep a close watch on the crazy and

an online instructor for a college in Seattle

at times reckless drivers of the Americas. I was

my fear was that the internet connections

nervous that Blue would break down, or that we

would be unreliable and that I would be unable

would get stuck in some remote landscape while

Jessica: I’m the navigator. I know how the Garmin

to assign or grade student assignments,

crossing a river or driving down a mountain.

works and when it doesn’t work, for that matter.

create new video lectures or moderate my
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“

I’m also the manager of the ice and snack food
supply and see to it that Kobus gets enough

The need to travel and explore the world has always
been in their blood, as Jessica says, "To see the best
and the worst the world has to offer, to be curious and
humbled," to which Kobus adds, "Overlanding gave us the
opportunity to slow down and drink in the atmosphere,
to get to know the people and the places you visit
instead of just flying over them."

cookies and Jared’s cocktails are never warm.

I never take down tents for fear of eight-legged
animals, I never pretend to understand the
“dinner plan”, nor do I know what an axel seal
is supposed to do, or why ours being broken
matters, or how it’s going to affect the budget.
However, Jared and Kobus know all those things
very well. It says so in my spreadsheet.

Kobus: We all bring a unique skill with us,
Jessica has the navigation skills of a racing
pigeon, Jared cooks like a man possessed
and I drive. I drove the entire distance and

where the campsite is on the map, and where

I also make spreadsheets for things that

took care of Blue’s maintenance needs. For

it probably is, if it’s not on the map. And I also

probably don’t need spreadsheets. And I

the record, it’s spelled AXLE not axel.

have a plan B, C, and D if that campsite doesn’t

usually make the coffee every morning, write

exist anymore, or is covered with garbage, rabid

the articles on wifi for each country, yell at

To be fair, we formed an awesome team, each

howler monkeys, or said internet “no existe.”

Jared for making too many dishes, although I

one irreplaceable… except for me, as Jared and

never really do the dishes (that’s Kobus job).

Jess both have licenses, but then again I do the
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dishes and am not afraid to tell the mechanic

Q

with the chisel on Blue’s axle where to shove it.

Being together 24 hours a day is tough
at times, we find. Were you always on
one line on where you wanted to go, how
fast you wanted to travel, how much time
you would spend working vs. sightseeing
and/or actually being on the road? How
did you deal with different ideas and
opinions each of you had in this respect?
Jessica: First of all, we aren’t together 24 hours a
day. We’ve got separate tents. So, it’s really like
16 hours a day. And really, even those 16 hours
we aren’t always together. It’s pretty easy to tell
when someone is getting fed up, pissed off, or
otherwise annoyed. And in that respect traveling
with three made the trip easier. One person can
enjoy the peace and quiet and the other two
can go fishing, or go to the bar, or whatever.
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Most of the time our thinking about travel

Kobus: Sure the dynamics of traveling in a

speed and destinations was the same. The

group are never easy, and that is why booze

5% that it wasn’t, generally involved me

was created. Knowing what the early warning

needing more hours to work, and Jared

signs of your team are, makes travel easier. For

running critically low on ice. I used my extra

instance, when someone is showing signs of

work money to buy Jared some overpriced

Hanger, we throw a cookie at him. Or if someone

ice from the bar, and everyone was happy.

is hungover we delay departure as to not ruin

Q

We read that you camped in tents and
not in the car or in a roof top tent as
a lot of overlanders do. What made
you opt for this way of sleeping? And
how did it work out? Did you also stay
in hotels, or with local people?

the rest of the day. Compromises and flexibility

Jessica: Uhhhh, three people in one roof top

– that is what makes traveling in a group work.

tent = bad news. Jared’s my brother, we
don’t need to sleep that close. Also, why does
everyone hate ground tents? We had top of the
line tents and two of them still cost less than
the cheapest rooftop. And we could set up our
tents and drive into town (undoubtedly for more
ice) and not have to take our tent down.

Yes, I would do it this way again. More than
half of the most spectacular places we camped
were those you couldn’t reach with a vehicle.
Being able to move our entire camp 100 meters
away from where we parked let us enjoy some
amazing places. We did stay in campgrounds
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about 2/3 of the time, and the rest of the
time either with a family (in Guatemala), or in
hostels (in big cities) or in apartment rentals
(when writing books or shipping our vehicle).

Q

Kobus: Also, Jared snores… a lot. And
well, you know, Jess and I are married.

What would be your main lesson or
tip to share with overlanders who are
considering traveling in a small group?
Jessica: Figure out what makes your other
travelers tick. What makes them happy
(coffee, ice, cookies), and what makes them
miserable (cold weather, lack of ice, traffic
jams). Then solve the problem, i.e. never
run out of coffee, ice or cookies, and never
drive through Lima at rush hour or spend
more than a few hours in a snowstorm.
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Kobus: When you F-up, own up. And don’t

Life Remotely is Jessica & Kobus Mans

be afraid to apologize. We all say things

and Jared McCaffree. After a decade of

when we are mad, we all get frustrated and

working endlessly for the next plane ticket,

that seemingly insignificant thing may fester.

they decided to break the cycle. No longer

Recognize the triggers and deal with them. If

would they leave their jobs, only to return

there is a problem, throw a cookie at it and if

home and dream about the next trip.

that does not work try a beer. If all else fails
give the problem a little room to breathe.

The trio became digital nomads,
combining their love of travel with
the need to continue working.
Together they left Seattle in October 2011,
packed up their 1997 Toyota 4Runner,
named Blue, and headed south. More
than a year and half later they arrived at
their final destination, Rio de Janeiro, and
shockingly still hadn’t killed each other.
You can read about their adventures on
their website and facebook page.
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WORKING ON THE ROAD
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Greg and Rachel started their Alaska-Ushuaia overland journey in 2011,
spent a lot of time in Costa Rica and are currently in Europe. They travel
with their six kids (Kyah, Parker, Kimball, Aaliyah, Atlas and Saige),
homeschool them, and both work as well! When checking out Greg's
videos on personal development and lifestyle design you can see where
the spirit comes from to manage all this. After reading this story you'll
see that having no money is definitely nó reason not to hit the road –
opportunities abound.
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Q

You've been on and off the road since 2007.
With a family of 8 that's no small feat. No
doubt one of the most regular questions you
get is, "How do you finance this?" Can you
give us an idea of your sources of income?
Rachel: Our sources of income have varied
since 2007 until they’ve morphed into what
we currently do. To finance our travels since
2011 (when we ‘officially’ started overlanding)
we’ve used savings, tax refunds and insurance
settlements; written a book and video program
that we sell; given online courses that we’ve been
paid for; done freelance writing; affiliate sales;
social media marketing; personal coaching and
mentoring; website design and more. Our current
focus to generate income is on our how to fund
travel series, freelance writing, website design
and Greg’s lifestyle coaching and speaking.

Greg: We actually get this question so often that
we started interviewing other travelers that we’ve
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come in contact with to ask them how they fund
their travels and we have built up a collection
of interviews that show how wide the range of
options is for funding travel and overlanding
(the series that Rachel mentioned above.)

Personally, I offer high performance
training to individuals, couples and
entrepreneurs to supercharge their lives,
helping them to reach their potential in

Q

family, fitness, business and freedom.

Rachel, you're the writer and photographer
of the team. How or where do you find

“

Love: The freedom that comes from overlanding, the ability
to go anywhere you want (as opposed to being limited
by public transportation and your own two legs) and the
possiblity to stay anywhere. Some of the most memorable
and sacred moments of our trip have come when we were
camping in the middle of nowhere with a blanket of stars
up above and silence all around. It’s magical.

gigs that pay? And do you focus on travel
writing, or other subjects too (like what)?
Do you still design websites for clients?

to be really committed and really creative to

I just did a search for ‘paid travel writing’

If so, where/how do you find clients?

make a living from it. But I do get paid once in

and then started contacting and pitching the

a while by travel magazines or websites. As for

websites and magazines that I found.

Rachel: I only get paid occasionally for my

freelance writing I write articles for BootsnAll

photography, I do it just because I enjoy it. It’s

Travel or Matador Network and International

I still design websites and most of that comes

a very competitive market, so you would have

Living, as well as for a few others. To get started

from referrals or people I know. For example,
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a friend of ours recently referred me to a

Q

professional development. Conferences are

humanitarian organization that he works with

becoming more common in Latin America,

in Guatemala and I made a website for them.

there are more expatriates living abroad,
and with the continuing improvement in

Greg, you're a speaker and personal

technology there is more opportunity to work

mentor/coach. How is the market for this

online via Skype, Google Hangouts, etc.

outside the US? And how / where do you
find clients, or how do they find you?

Q

Have you tried other ways to make
money while on the road? If so, which
and why don't you any longer?

Rachel: We’ve tried lots of different things,
such as affiliate sales, teaching English online,

Most of my clients come from online –

etc. Ultimately we’ve decided to focus our

either by finding our websites or watching

time and effort on the activities that we enjoy

Greg: The industry is growing. It is becoming

our YouTube videos. I’ve also met clients

most and that have real potential for income.

more and more global. People all over the

in person in the places we travel to.

I love writing and I love creating things, like

world are catching the vision of personal and
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We still do some of those other things, but
they’re not where most of our energy goes.

Greg: While we were living in Guatemala we

Q

invested in several hundred meat chickens,
but they all died. We didn’t do that again. :)

One question that keeps popping into
our heads is how you manage your time.
Both working, homeschooling your
kids & traveling? What's the secret?
Rachel: We try to focus on a few things at the
time. Work and school work best when we’ve
settled down in one place for a little while.
While we’re traveling we focus on traveling and
enjoying new sights, experiences, etc. We’ll still
stick to reading and listening to audiobooks, but
otherwise traveling and all its nuances is the
major focus when we’re actively on the road.
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When we’re in a ‘home’ situation (renting a house)

for foreign language (DuoLingo.com) or math

reads to them before ‘bedtime’, which basically

we generally stick to a basic routine -- some

(KhanAcademy.com – these are one of the few

means they have to go to their room and we go

work and study in the morning for Greg and me

times the kids are allowed to use the computer.)

to ours for personal quiet time. Greg and I are

(he currently gets up earlier than I do because

usually asleep before the kids go to bed. :)

I’m up with a baby during the night). Then we’ll

After lunch and clean-up I’ll spend time

have breakfast and a devotional with the kids.

working and writing while the kids play,

When we’re on the road we keep a much simpler

After clean-up and chores I’ll do ‘education

build forts, draw pictures, listen to audio

routine. Morning clean-up and organizing of

time’ with the kids while Greg works. We’ll do

books, make up games, cook, etc. Whatever

campsite/hostel/hotel/truck, personal grooming,

spelling bees, practice singing and instruments,

they feel like doing, within reason.

devotional, then we’ll head off to find some

print out worksheets and biographies, read

Then we’ll have dinner together (the kids take

breakfast and get on the road, or go see a sight.

aloud, do drawing or clay, or use the computer

turns helping prepare meals), after dinner daddy

We may listen to music or audio books in the
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“

Goal: We want to drive
down to Argentina and
every other country in
South America.

truck while we are driving, or just sing. The

before they get to the ‘scholar’ phase where

We enjoy our work and are grateful we can do

they will really dig into academics. We’ve also

it because it gives us freedom – we aren’t stuck

Q

eliminated time suckers from our lives: no t.v., no

‘at home’ with a cubicle job. We’re out there

video games, iPads, few movies. This helps a TON.

seeing the world. If that means we stop for a

How does your work affect your travels?
Do they go well together, is your work a

Greg: The greatest challenge comes when we are

burden because you need money, or does

on the road. It’s definitely more difficult to work

your work in fact enhance your travels?

because it’s hard to find the right conditions, so

Rachel: The truth is it is difficult to work while

days are spent exploring, finding food, learning

physically ‘on-the-road’. This is something we

from what we see and hear. At night daddy

had to learn and adjust to. That’s one reason we

always reads to them before we all go to sleep.

choose to ‘settle down’ at times. It gives us a
real opportunity to work and to focus on studies,
with internet access we can count on, etc. Work

Greg: I start my day very early (4 a.m.) for

and studying are hard to do when you spend

personal study and work. I do the nightly bedtime

most of your days setting up/taking down camp,

reading (usually while Rachel is working or

searching for a hotel or hostel, trying to find

reading). Some of the children’s education is

a place to get food or groceries and searching

self- directed. Our children are still young and so

for an internet cafe. It takes up all your time.

our major focus is on fostering a love of learning
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few months in Costa Rica, we’re okay with that.

we’ve morphed into a slow travel/living as-we-go
lifestyle that gives us more time and stability (with

Q

internet, etc.) to get the work done that we need.

What would be your biggest lesson or
tip to share with future overlanders
who are thinking about combining
a life on the road and work?
Rachel: Take it slow. If you want to actually work
while on the road you need to make sure you
have time to do that. You couldn’t fit a 40-hour
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a week job in with 40 hours a week of traveling

Greg and Rachel Denning, parents of six

and seeing the sights. Realize that if this is your

children, have an insatiable appetite for

life then you have to balance things. There’s

travel that didn’t develop until after their

a time to be on the road and there’s a time to

fourth child was born, at which point

work, but it’s hard to do both at the same time.

they left their ‘traditional’ life behind and
– ignoring common dogma that it was

Greg: Be absolutely present. When you’re

‘impossible’ to travel with kids – set out to

working, work. When you’re with your family,

explore the world with their young children

be there. When you’re having a traveling

in tow.

experience, really experience it. You have
to be totally present in each of your roles,

Along with travel, Greg and Rachel are

because if you’re half way in any of them it

passionate advocates of education, personal

makes all of them less than they could be.

development and lifestyle design, and love to
help other individuals and families to realize
their ‘crazy’ dreams.
You can follow their work and projects on
DiscoverShareInspire.com, GregDenning.com, Rachel on
Facebook, Greg on Facebook, HowtoFundTravel.com
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Lorraine Chittock (U.S.) began traveling solo as a biker and
backpacker in 1978, but it wasn't until she was in Kenya that she
lived her dream of traveling in a vehicle. She took her two ex-street
dogs Dog and Bruiser on a trip throughout the Americas from 20032011 and only stopped because one of the dogs became too old to
travel. Her dogs helped her make new friends, she has found homes
for strays, and has helped at animal shelters. Lorraine writes about her
adventures in magazines and has six published books.
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Q

From time to time we come across
overlanders traveling with a dog, but
then we learned you traveled with two!
Please introduce your dogs. Had you
traveled with them before your Pan-Am
journey? And what specific arrangements
did you make with regard to your dogs
prior to your departure? Do you e.g. need
special papers to travel with dogs?
Both Dog and Bruiser were 'community dogs'
when I lived in Kenya, scavenging from people
they met on their daily rounds, a common
practice all over the world. I officially adopted
Dog first and we traveled in a Land Rover
in Kenya and Tanzania. We also traveled by
public transport, which was a real adventure!
First we rode as passengers in matatus, which
are vans, and then in public trucks to visit a
nomadic tribe in a remote area of Kenya.
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I didn't adopt Bruiser until later, even though

now agree isn't necessary, while others say the

I'm really glad you weighed the pros and cons

I loved him from the beginning. I thought,

vaccinations may cause immune diseases and

of adopting. Adopting an animal while traveling

who can travel with two dogs? But life has a

cancers in animals. Unlike in Africa and Asia,

is often done in the spur of the moment,

way of manipulating your plans. When a crisis

rabies is not very common in the Americas.

motivated by falling in love. Which is great,

happened in Bruiser's life I couldn't say no to

and sometimes it works, sometimes it doesn't.

him, and six months later, in 2003, he was flying

Your best bet is to find out what paperwork is

Adopting Bruiser was not a rational decision at

on the same airplane as Dog to San Francisco.

crucial to the country you plan to enter by getting

all. I've been grateful I did, every single day.

My idea was to create a mobile writing studio

into contact with other pet travelers and local

and camp in America’s Southwest. I knew

vets. Even so, rules may change from country to

Once I began traveling with Dog and Bruiser

overlanding with them in the Americas was going

country, from border to border, from official to

we became a very solid pack with limited room.

to be a huge undertaking. I had no idea these

official. Many officials, especially at lesser-traveled

But I resisted adopting more – despite many

were going to be the best years of my life.

borders, have never encountered people traveling

temptations. One time while camped outside

with pets and are unfamiliar with the paperwork

Iquique in Chile, I cared for an abandoned

We had the basic paperwork for rabies and
distemper, and a clean bill of health from a
veterinarian in Kenya to fly to the States. Before
leaving North America to head south, I got them
a three-year rabies vaccination. However, many
countries do not acknowledge the extra two years,
they count every vaccination as only one year.
So unfortunately, the dogs had to have extra
vaccinations every year, which many veterinarians

Q
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involved. A huge dose of patience can make the

mother dog and her three sick puppies in the

experience less stressful for you and your animal.

front of the van, while Dog and Bruiser stayed
in the back. Fortunately, the Arizona police

We have encountered and cared for

department had built a sliding door separating

numerous stray dogs, and almost adopted

the two areas of my car, presumably to keep

one or two on different occasions. Would

their surveillance office dark. Despite the

you recommend travelers adopt animals

barrier it was stressful and possibly a health

for the road? If so, what precautions

risk for Dog and Bruiser. Fortunately, I found

should they take into consideration?

homes for all of the dogs, one on a Saturday
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Adoption Day in Iquique's main plaza, and

street from death. But how many pets are killed

the others with people living nearby.

in your home country because of overpopulation.
It's a really tough decision. It sounds like you

I think it's important to ask yourself what you

guys really weighed the pros and cons of how

want from your travels and what will happen

you want to live your life, and whether it would

to an adopted dog if you return to your home

also suit an animal. This is so important!

country. The dilemma is not the paperwork, only
a few countries like Australia require quarantine.

If you do adopt, make sure the animal doesn't

It's the quality of life you'll need to give the

already have a home! Many locals don't collar their

animal—both on the road and back home. Not

pets (a length of string around the neck commonly

all animals travel well. Do you love cities and

denotes ownership), so it is often impossible to

tourist sites? What will you do with the animal if

know which animals are actually strays. Stories

you go to a museum? To the store? A hotel? It's

abound of well-meaning gringo tourists 'saving'

a lot easier to find pet-friendly accommodation

dogs from the street, without realizing the animal

in the States than in other countries.

already has a home. Canines in the West usually
live within strict property lines, while foreign dogs
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If you return to your country with an animal, what

are often allowed to come and go at will. Gringos

will happen to the animal while you're at work?

often consider this irresponsible ownership. A

A street dog is used to lots of stimulation with

dog's opinion might differ. In a bygone era, family

other animals. Will you be able to provide them

hounds socialized freely with other neighborhood

with plenty of freedom, both on the road and

mutts, returning home to collect scraps from

back home? You may be saving an animal on the

the table in exchange for guard duties.
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Q

What challenges/problems did you face
because you traveled with dogs and how
did you deal with them? On the other hand,
we remember reading about how much
contact your dogs brought you with local
people. Can you tell us something more
about that? Or about other advantages
traveling with dogs brought you?

“

Loves: Rough camping.
I discovered I am much
more productive as a

I think any time you have a dedication to
something bigger than yourself, be it animals,
gardening or motorcycles, it gives you an
opportunity to share more of yourself with

writer and photographer
while I am on the road.

the locals. Both of you win. Far too often I

being scared to stand up for a cat that was being
swung around by its tail by two boys. And I rarely
showed my cat affection in public back then.

It's easy to forget how the way of looking at
pets has changed in all our western societies
in the past fifty years, thanks to television
and the internet. We can now see cases

Q

of wonderful care, and efforts to stop the
abuse which happens all over the world.

How do you deal with your dogs when
you are in a city and you want to visit a
museum? Do you keep them in the car,
or is visiting museums (or other sites)
simply not part of your journey?

hear from travelers, 'Latin Americans treat
dogs badly.' Because I was accompanied

Walking with my dogs allowed local animal lovers

by Dog and Bruiser, and had the logo On

to feel comfortable to open up to me about the

It was pretty simple. Unless I was staying in a

a Mission from DOG on the side of the van

love they felt towards their animal, in a way they

new friend's home, I didn't visit museums. I'm

with a picture of a dog, locals thought more

might not do with a neighbor. It reminded me of

probably the only traveler ever to get so close

than once I was a veterinarian. I hated

what animal lovers faced in the west thirty years

to Machu Picchu and not actually go up there

disappointing them, but helped when I could!

ago. I remember walking to school as a child and

because I didn’t have anyone to watch the dogs
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while I made the all-day trip. It's unrealistic to
think you'll be able to do all you want to do in
a single trip, even if you have neither children
or pets! To a large extent, tourist sites and city
stuff were just not part of this journey. I can do
that later during a completely separate trip.

Always at the top of my concerns in deciding
whether or not to go to a certain place is:
will my animals, who are my protectors and
friends, be happy and comfortable? If you're
part of a pack, all members of your pack
need to be happy. Stuffing them in a hotel
room with people they've never met is no

Q

way to treat a best friend or companion.

How has traveling with dogs influenced your
style of traveling? We imagine you camp
a lot, but have you taken up invitations to
stay with local people as well? If so, how
did it work out with the dogs? And if not,
were the dogs a limitation in this respect?
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Q
It's easy, especially when you're from fast-

Traveling with dogs forced me to slow down – a

family, good friends of mine said, "We just got

paced societies and when you're new on

good thing. Camping is actually my preferred way

new wooden floors. Dogs, claws, sorry… Maybe

the road, to move too fast. Every time you

of traveling, so my travels through the Americas

we can all visit in our garden?" The two kids had

relocate, your dog needs to absorb a ton of

worked really well for me. Because I work while

different ideas. In just a few hours the dogs went

new information with his nose and ears, then

traveling, having my own space is important. As

from the garden to the verandah to the kitchen.

mark his territory and announce to the world

for staying in people's houses, ironically, animal

One afternoon turned into two happy weeks

that these new surroundings are home. These

lovers with homes often said, "I'd love you to

staying at their home. The family now has a dog

boundaries, nebulous to you but not to your

visit but my animals don't like other animals." On

of their own which is inside almost all the time.

dog, might be close to your vehicle in urban

the other hand, people unfamiliar with animals

areas, or further away if you’re camping.

can be leery of having dogs in their homes. One
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Q

Apart from your taking two dogs with
you, you've been involved in many stray
dog projects. Can you tell us something
about that? And how can we as overlanders
contribute to improving the lives of
stray, abandoned, or abused dogs?
It's been an eye-opening journey. Some of the
ways I've helped have been intentional, like
rescuing animals after Hurricane Katrina in New
Orleans. Other times I've found myself in a
situation where I realize I can help, for instance
when a woman with an animal sanctuary in
Northern Peru wanted to see her family in South
Africa. I stayed at her place for two months,
walking dogs and helping with vaccination
programs. I was also accidentally involved after
another natural disaster in Chaiten, Chile.

A volcano had erupted a year before, and
set off the first ever animal rescue in Chile. I
blogged about it, wrote articles and transported
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“

feel regarding showing love towards an animal

Choice: My choice of vehicle—motorcycle,

in public, compared to showing it towards a
child, which is encouraged. We feel a certain

Land Rover, Jeep, camel—depends on the book I'm

shame about being called the crazy cat lady,

researching at that moment, always about the animal/

Dogs Without Borders, about a man I met in

human bond around the world. I'll be hitting the road
again soon, and it'll be either a van or motorcycle.

for example. There's a wonderful story I tell in

Northern Kenya from the Gabra tribe. He told
me, 'If anything happened to my dog, my life
would not be worth living.' I was shocked. So was
the translator.I was even more shocked when
I went to meet his dog that had stayed at the

eleven puppies on the ferry (Dog and Bruiser

lovers all over the world need help. If there are

nomadic settlement waiting for his master. He ran

were not happy about this!) from Chaiten to

no organizations, ask the local vet or small stores

up to this man all excited, jumping and leaping

Puerto Montt so they could find homes. Moving

that sell pet food and they'll know animal owners

about. The man did nothing to acknowledge

animals from A to B is easy, short term and just

who will benefit from any help you can give,

the dog, other than giving him a quick pat.

about anyone with a vehicle can help out.

be it constructing kennels, making a brochure,
walking dogs or just giving love and support.

Anywhere you see dogs living with people

Another time in Bolivia I watched a man being
greeted by his dogs outside on the street. Again,

you'll find animal lovers, and often local

Just because you don't see people cuddling

no acknowledgment! Then the man opened

animal organizations. Go to the country and

physically with their animals doesn't mean

the door to his house. Before he closed the

community page at worldanimalnet.org to find

there isn't a lot of love. There is a deep-seated

door to the outside world, I saw him lean down

the organizations where you're staying. Animal

sense of embarrassment many animal people

and be affectionate to his dogs in private.
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Q

What would be your biggest lesson or

After twelve years of living in numerous

tip to share with future overlanders who

houses and apartments in Africa and

are considering traveling with a dog?

the Middle East while working as a
photographer, Lorraine Chittock decided

Keeping your animal comfortable in the heat will

to take her career and two Kenyan stray

be your biggest challenge. Don't leave your animal

dogs on the road. The pack of three began

in your vehicle unattended without ensuring it will

exploring North America in a Jeep Wrangler.

be comfortable. We arrived in Bolivia during the

Two years, 30,000 miles, and 22 states later,

winter months, and even though many nights it

Lorraine transferred her belongings to an

was below freezing on the Altiplano, we stayed

old Chevy van once used as a surveillance

four months to take advantage of the cold. The

vehicle by the Arizona police and headed

difference in the dogs’ behavior was substantial.

for Latin America. She has been a presenter

They could finally run instead of laboring on hot

since 2010 at Overland Expo, and has been

and humid walks. I learned to love cold weather,

a speaker at India Bike Week in Goa. She is the author of Dogs

because of my love for Dog and Bruiser.

Without Borders; Tales and Tips from the Road and other books,
including a coffee-table book about her travels from Sudan to
Egypt along an ancient caravan route with 200 camels and eight
Sudanese men. She is an advisor to the Ted Simon Foundation.
You can follow Lorraine on her website or facebook.
She has also set up a facebook group for people
traveling with animals around the world.
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It's all about perspective: compared to motorcyclists, cyclists, or hikers,
you can carry a lot of stuff in a 2CV. However, next to an average
overlanding car, a 2CV looks nothing but small. But don't be deceived.
A lot of things surprised us when we met Au Cours du Monde, one of
the surprises being Julie’s and Jean-Baptiste's creativity to maximize
space and even having constructed a bed inside. Let's talk about the
minimalistic aspect of their journey, which underlines their slogan:
If you have a dream, you can make it happen.
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Q

We have seen overlanding vehicles
in quite a few sizes but your 2CV
Fourgonette was the first of its kind.
What inspired you to buy this car? And
how did you prepare it for this journey?
Before this project, we traveled as backpackers,
but when we decided to travel for one year, we
wanted a small house. I owned two 2CVs at the
time and we decided to take the biggest: a 2CV
AK400, which we restored for this journey. For
us it was an obvious choice, since we were very
bad mechanics and hardly needed any skills for
the 2CV because of its uncomplicated engine.

The idea was simple. We wanted to be
independent: to be able to sleep and eat
inside when the weather was bad. Traveling
in a car meant we needed no restaurants
and no hotels. All we needed to do was to
optimize the minimal space inside this car.
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Q

We admired how spacious you managed

vehicle weighed 1200 kilos and as a result

We had a fridge, which we felt was very important

to keep the interior of your vehicle. You

KKouette – as we named our car – was very

for our independence, so we kept it. During the

must have been extremely strict in what

slow. We decided to take everything apart and

journey, we added two important things. First,

you packed. Apart from giving an idea of

threw out a lot of things: books, clothes, etc.

two chairs to sit outside. The original 2CV seats

what you carried, what were your biggest

can be taken out, but we replaced these by more

concessions? Were there things you would

We gave all this to a guard at a harbor, who

comfortable outdoor chairs. Secondly, we attached

have liked to bring, had there been space?

was surprised but happy. However, in return he

a shower to the car roof, so we could wash

wanted to give us a lot of things. We explained

ourselves every day, which was important to us.

After one day of traveling in Canada, we were

the weight problem and he subsequently handed

confronted with a big problem: weight. The

us a jar with homemade jelly – a great gift!
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“

Inspiration JB: Books about Overlanders

in a 2CV, old books dating from the 50s or 60s,
such as La Terre en Liberté by Christian Gallissian
and Deux Hommes, 2CV, Deux Continents by Jocques
Cornet and Henri Lochon. When I read them

Q

I said to myself: "One day, I will do the same."

What challenges/problems did you

The challenge was to obtain credibility. At the

face because you traveled in a small

beginning, people told us we were crazy and

car and how did you deal with them?

that our journey would be impossible. It was

And what about the advantages of

hard for us to keep faith in KKouette. But as

having a small car? Any anecdotes you

the days went by and the number of kilometers

can share with us in this respect?

mounted, our confidence came back and we
were very happy driving this small car.
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The advantage is popularity. People are
curious, puzzled by this car. In Alaska, a lot
of people were unfamiliar with this make of
Citroën and they figured we built it ourselves.
The car was our best passport during the trip.
Often, people left notes behind the windshield

Q

wipers to encourage us, or to invite us. It
was very comforting and gave us strength.

We couldn't fail to notice you even
managed to install a bed. Did you often
use it (if so, did you prefer staying in
towns or camp in the wilderness), or did
you prefer going to hotels/hostels? How
about cooking? Did you enjoy doing your
own cooking or did you go out to eat?
We preferred rough camping and do our
own cooking, so 98% of time we were in the
wilderness and slept inside KKouette. We had a
very comfortable bed, an old sofa that we had
rebuilt to install in the vehicle. We never slept in
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“

Inspiration Julie: It was "Les aventures de TINTIN",
when I was child. I wanted to discover the world
just as this young reporter. When I met J-B, I read
his books as well, and after that we have shared this
dream: to travel in this tiny but awesome car: a 2CV.

hotels, but we did stay in parking lots of hotels.

In Central America, we often slept in towns.

Sometimes we stayed with people who had

People couldn't imagine that two people could

invited us. Having said that, KKouette was our

sleep inside this car and when we got out in the

home, and it was logical for us to sleep in it.

morning, they would be very surprised to see us.
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Q

We can imagine you must have drawn quite
an audience with your vehicle. Can you
share a remarkable encounter with local
people? Did you meet any 2CV clubs?
We met the 2CV clubs of Montréal and Ottawa.
But after that we decided to stop meeting 2CV
clubs, and preferred the accidental encounters
with people from different walks of life. We didn't
want to have to arrange any meetings beforehand,
as we didn't stick to a specific itinerary.

When meeting different kinds of people, we
spoke not only about cars and engines, of 2CVs
in particular, but about any subject that people
care about. This was so enriching. In Colombia
we rough camped one night when 40 or 50
soldiers arrived and built a military camp in
the same spot, simply surrounding us. In the
morning, when we got up, they were curious
about us, just as we wanted to learn about them.
We shared breakfast and coffee with them.
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On another occasion a similar thing happened
with truck drivers, and we ended up sleeping
among giant trucks. They enjoyed seeing
tourists staying with them. Apart from such
occasions, we experienced a lot of hospitality
from farmers in all countries we crossed.

Local people loved our car! At least once a
week we were invited to stay at people's homes
and so we encountered not only lots of people
but much generosity as well. Even when they
owned nothing, they always gave us sometimes:
potatoes, soup, a bed for the night, a meal, a
CD with music. In Canada, a man offered us a
bottle of Cointreau from, read this: France!

All in all, a lot of small things, the value of
which is immeasurable, and the gestures so
important. One more time we'd like to say
"Thank you" to all these people who crossed
our paths and made our journey memorable.
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Q

You are back in France now. Will you use

I now use the car to drive to my work.

Recently we had a baby, so now we face a

your 2CV for future travels? If so, will you

I am a teacher, and children and

challenge with KKouette as the vehicle has only

make modifications to the 2CV, or do you

parents are very surprised by the car.

two seats. However, we want to continue traveling

simply have the perfect car for your travels?

It simply doesn’t go unnoticed.

as well. We may put in a third seat for the baby
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or we may sell KKouette in order to buy a car
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that has three seats. Truth be said, we don't

Q

Both Julie and Jean-Baptiste Langlais (both

know yet. One thing is certain, KKouette was the

French) are teachers: Jean-Baptiste teaches

perfect car for our project "Au Cours du Monde."

at an elementary school and Julie is an art
teacher.

What would be your biggest lesson or tip
to share with future overlanders who are

In 2012/2013 they crossed the Americas

considering traveling in a small car?

from Alaska to Ushuaia in a 1977
Citroën 2CV Fourgonnette. "It is not

If it is your dream, go for it. During the journey,

a car but a way of life," said André

you will meet people on bicycle or on foot.

Citroën when he designed this car.

Compared to them, traveling in a small car is
very comfortable. A lot of time we came across

For more than a year they prepared

cyclists, a few kilometers later decided to

their journey, rebuilding the car,

stop, and made them a cup of tea. Our car is

searching for sponsors, and contacting schools they wanted

spacious compared to the space they have. So

to visit along the way so they could share their adventure

we never said that we had a small car; that was

with a lot of children and do an art project with them.

the opinion of other overlanders. One thing is
certain, the weight of the vehicle is your worst

In July 2012, they sold all they owned in France and put the car

enemy, so be very selective in what you bring.

on a boat to Montreal: The adventure of "Au Cours Du Monde"
had started. You can follow them on their website or facebook.
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Steve, as Harold Stephens is also known, had done his share of
adventurous traveling before he started his epic round-the-world trip
in a Land Cruiser in 1965. He wrote about his adventures in Who Needs

a Road, which became a bestseller. During his trip there was unrest in
North Africa, and East Pakistan was at war with India. Later he moved to
South East Asia where he explored the region, wrote books about it and
built his own Schooner, which he sailed until it crashed in a hurricane.
Here's a true adventurer.
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Q

For those who don't know you or
your book, the bestseller Who needs

a road, can you describe briefly how

your world trip started in 1965?
In the early 1960s I became fascinated with
Southeast Asia. I was a backpacker. I had
hitchhiked across the Pacific on trading boats,
private yachts and anything in between, and
in Singapore I began my overland journey to
Europe and America, which included traveling
with a camel caravan across Afghanistan. I
wanted to return to Southeast Asia where there
were deep unexplored jungles and lost cities,
and the way to do it was by four-wheel drive.

I bought a Willys Jeep and shipped it to France.
In Paris, not certain which route I would take, I
found a travel agency that boasted it could get
me a visa for anywhere. Driving across Russia
to Asia seemed like a great idea. The visa was
expensive and a month later I was arrested in
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Russia – the visa was forged. After spending

Argosy Magazine bought my Russian story and

Japanese vehicle – Japan was noted for making

nearly two months in jail I was released. I

the picture editor became so fascinated with

tin toys and Doughboy firecrackers. The editor

got my Jeep back, left it in Spain with friends

my story that he asked me to wait with my new

pleaded with me to wait, and a couple of weeks

and returned to America to raise money.

trip, for he was sure he could get me a new

later he asked me to return to New York. He

Toyota Land Cruiser. I didn’t want some cheap

had a room for me in his swanky 55th Street
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“

Inspiration: The books of
Richard Halliburton
apartment and one morning I woke up and
there was a Land Cruiser beneath my window,
literally. I got behind the wheel and fell in love
instantaneously. It was mine to keep, all mine.

But there was a hitch. I had to drive it around
the world and I didn’t want to drive around the
world. But then I went for a drive in the Land
Crusier, and I agreed. There was another hitch –
the picture editor, Al Podell, had lost his job and
wanted to come with me. He had collected 24
thousand dollars of sponsorship money. So the
Trans World Expedition was formed, the adventure
I have written about in Who Needs a Road.
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Q

Can you tell us a bit about the type of
unrest that was going on in the countries
you crossed during your journey and in
what way it affected your journey?
There was unrest everywhere but not to a boiling
point. In Gibraltar we were delayed because Spain
and Britain were squabbling. In North Africa there
was an argument at every border but we had
vowed we would not pay bribe money. We couldn’t
cross the Sinai Peninsula so we had to ferry to
Lebanon. Jordan, Syria, Iran – no problem.

In Heart, Afghanistan, I had a serious problem
though. A mutiny among the four companions
I was traveling with at the time. I wanted to
drive to the north, following Marco Polo’s route,
while the others wanted to take a new road in
the south to Kabul. I decided to let them all go
in the Land Cruiser and I would take my Willys
Jeep. When we were in Spain, where we had
shipped our Land Cruiser, I had decided to take
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the Jeep with us that was still parked there. I had
signed on two journalists and a photographer,
which made driving two vehicles possible.

In Heart I took a British hitchhiker along and set
out. With no roads much of the way and a bad
cholera epidemic it was difficult but we eventually
made it to Kabul. Podell had reported us lost.
Pakistan, India and Nepal were slow moving but
possible. By now members began to drop out
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and I had to sell my Jeep in Nepal. From East

Q

ever consider abandoning the expedition?

Pakistan we could not get into Burma and our trip

What made you go on? Did fear ever

was about to strand because the war broke out.

rule, and would you have gone had you
known about these troubles in advance?

Many of those troubles started only
after you had hit the road, such as the

By then, Podell and I were the only ones left.

independence struggle in Bangladesh

We crossed the border from India into East

which stopped your expedition for a

Pakistan, Bangladesh today, the day the war

couple of months because you couldn't

between the two countries broke out. Both sides

leave the country with your car. Did you

considered us spies but we made it to the US
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Embassy in Dacca and found security

the driver’s seat many days, pretending

for the LC and our equipment in the

I was driving my Land Cruiser across

basement. Along with the staff of the

the Pacific. This and my drive around

embassy we were evacuated by the US

the world can never be emulated.

Air Force to Bangkok in Thailand. I knew
it would be a long wait so I took a job

Did I ever consider quitting? Never. I

as a writer with the Bangkok Post.

was determined, even if I was the last
one to do this, which I was. What about

It was four months before I could return

fear? When you lose fear, you are in

to Dacca to get the LC back. I drove to

danger. Fear keeps us alive, and on our

Chittagong and shipped to Penang in
Malaysia, south of Bangkok. I flew back
to Bangkok and Podell returned to New
York, with the promise to rejoin me in
Panama. I drove to Singapore, shipped
to Australia, drove the Outback and in
Sydney I found space for me and the Land
Cruiser on a ship bound for Panama, with
a stopover in Tahiti. The Land Cruiser
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toes. Would I do it again if I knew? Of
course. But I don’t play along with wars.

What kind of challenges/
problems did you face in these
critical/dangerous areas and
how did you deal with them?
I play low key and never try to

was put on the top deck, in the open,

be a hero. I was a US Marine and

facing the bow with a view of the Pacific

fought in the battle of Okinawa and

Ocean as far as the eye could see. I sat in

all the heroes I knew are dead.
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Q

Considering today's problems and

Harold Stephens takes the road less traveled

unrest in so many places, would you

in exotic foreign lands. He has lived his

advise future overlanders to travel the

dream of exploring the world's most remote

world? If so, why and if not, why not?

corners in search of adventure, experiencing
life on his own terms, and writing about

Yes, do travel the world. Don’t go to war

it. He shares his exciting experiences in

zone trouble spots, that’s all. I live in

more than two dozen travel and adventure

Bangkok where there are protests all the

books, novels, biographies, and in other

time with streets blocked off. Solution:

media such as television and video scripts.

keep away and go down another street.

In the mid sixties, Stephens motored around
the world in a Land Cruiser covering a
record-breaking 42,252 miles, making it the
longest and last such motor journey ever
made around the world. His book Who Needs

a Road is still a bestseller.
Check out his website, buy his books at Wolfenden, follow
his personal blog, or read his weekly blog at Thai Airways.
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Brad and Sheena came up with the Great Nacho Trip Savings Plan, stuck
to it and saved for a couple of years of freedom. They bought a Vaganon,
calling it Ignacio, which was quickly shortened to Nacho. Off they went,
driving from the US to South America after which they crossed some
oceans to subsequently drive from Asia to Europe.
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Q

One of the great mysteries of overlanding
to non-overlanders is how you pay for it.
We think you're one of the great examples
showing how you can save enough money
without taking years to do so. For those who
are unfamiliar with your website, can you
outline the Great Nacho Trip Savings Plan?
Our “Great Nacho Trip Savings Plan” began like
this: we first determined how long we wanted to
travel, and from there we calculated how much
we thought we needed on a daily basis and
multiplied this by the number of days we wanted
to travel—3 years. We added in other big fixed
costs, like shipping and flights and also a buffer
for “coming back home” money. Once we had
this number we calculated how much we’d need
to save each month to make our goals happen.
Then we just needed to make it happen.

We focused on reducing our big fixed costs
like rent, and moved into a tiny house which
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cut our rent in half. From there we trimmed

We set up a separate account called “The

didn't feel as making sacrifices? How did

out everything from our budget that wasn’t

Nacho Fund” and at the end of the month we

you deal with pressure from people around

necessary; eating out, unnecessary car travel,

transferred nearly all of our remaining money

you asking you to join them for (expensive)

vacations, and most forms of paid entertainment.

into the account. Any money that made it

activities or dinner in a restaurant?

We also gave ourselves personal “allowances”
each month so that we could each still have
some fun. As time went on we found more
and more inventive ways of saving, including
gardening, shopping at farmer's markets,
biking to work, and raising our own chickens.

Q

into the Nacho Fund was completely off limits
from spending until we started our trip.

Saving for the trip was hardly a sacrifice. Our
savings plan was a game more than anything,

So, the different steps you took are clear. Big

and every month we tried to figure out ways that

question: How hard was it? Did you feel you

we could do better than the last. Our personal

had to suffer? Or was your future trip like

spending was broken out into categories on our

'a carrot on a stick' so that saving money

bank’s website so we always knew where our
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money was going each month, and therefore
where we could do better. Our trip was definitely
a motivator, knowing that we were essentially
buying our freedom and every penny saved
was a penny we could spend on the trip.

Friends definitely presented a challenge in
the savings plan but we still went out for
occasional dinner and drinks. We’d usually
suggest doing free things with our friends,
like mountain bike rides or more cost effective
things, like barbecues. We always spent our
money with the expectation that “if we do this
or buy that, then what can we do to minimize
the effects of this purchase in other ways?”

I think the most interesting thing that we came
to realize during our saving years was that
many of the “sacrifices” we made actually ended
up enriching our lives—riding and running to
work rather than driving, going to the library
and borrowing books rather than buying, and
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gardening—a free activity and essentially free
food (after the seed purchase). Even our small

Q

and explore the world because it was so small

hardly a sacrifice. Our

inside. I suppose it’s all a matter of perspective.

On what step did you save

“

Saving for the trip was

house enriched our lives, forcing us to go outside

savings plan was a game

most of your money?
As far as monthly fixed costs, rent/utilities
were the biggest money saver. We cut our rent
in half by finding a smaller place that included

more than anything.

our spending more consistent on a monthly
basis rather than seasonally fluctuating.

As for monthly variable costs, we saved the most
with food, which we did not only through reducing
our eating out to only twice per month but also
by signing up for co-ops (where the food is more
affordable), having a garden, and making food
in bulk. We also occasionally went on pantry
“cleansing” periods where we’d force ourselves
to be extra creative in using up everything
in the pantry before we could buy more.

the utilities. With the utilities included it made
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Q

How did you budget your money for the

to constantly analyze our spending and make

trip? Did you make a budget per country

sure we are on track. We always knew how we

/ month or did you decide to simply travel

were doing and this influenced our spending

as long as the money would last? Did you

habits on a daily basis. We knew when we were

stick to your original plan in that respect?

off track and made adjustments immediately.

We set a rough monthly budget, but didn’t vary

While our monthly costs fluctuated—as we

it by country. In order to ensure a successful

expected with the different costs of living

trip we tried to set a fairly inflated budget; if it
had come down to trying to figure out exactly
how much each country would cost, we would
have been constantly frustrated by unexpected
overspending. It was easier to make a blanket
statement that we would have $2,000 per
month, or whatever it ended up being.

Q

in various countries—our overall average
remained on target with our budget.

With your savings, how long did you
expect to be able to travel, and did/
does it turn out to be enough?
Our savings plan was based on the idea

We kept track of every penny we spent on a

of traveling for three years, plus having a

pad of paper that Brad kept in his pocket, and

chunk of money to come home to in order

we regularly transferred it to an excel sheet.

to get back on our feet. We did save enough

It was a never ending activity which I quite

money, but if I was to do it again I’d perhaps

honestly hated doing but it was important that

increase the daily budget to account for more

our spending habits were visible. It allowed us

of the unexpected costs like car parts!
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Q

What would be your biggest lesson or

Sheena and Brad met in high school, attended

tip to share with future overlanders who

a university in Flagstaff and another in

want to save money for a big trip?

Wales in between running, cycling, and
cooking and eating. By the end of 2011 they

The most important thing is to just start saving!

had saved enough money, bought a 1984

I think you also need to have a specific goal in

Volkswagen Vanagon, and hit the road.

mind. If we were to have said “let’s just save for
two years and see how we do” we would have

They chronicled their journey to Tierra

saved FAR less money. This sounds a bit like

del Fuego in Drive Nacho Drive, while the

weight loss advice but I suppose it’s all the same:

second part of their journey – through

set small goals and focus on those. Don’t get

Asia and Europe – became a fun read

overwhelmed by the big picture. It’s the small

called 927 Days of Summer (find both books here).

changes that accumulate into something big. Set
up rewards along the way for “good behavior.”

To cap off the end of their 2.5 year trip, Expedition Portal
honored them with the 2015 Overlanders of the Year award.
You can follow them on:
- Drive Nacho Drive website
- Drive Nacho Drive facebook page
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Karin-Marijke and Coen left the Netherlands in 2003, one and a half
years after they met, and hit the road in an antique Toyota Land Cruiser.
They expected to reach Thailand in six months but it took them three
years, earning them the dubious moniker of slowest overlanders on earth.
They fell in love with their life on the road and haven't looked back.
Contributors to Overlanders Inspired had to opportunity to ask them
questions about their journey, which are answered here.
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Q
Dave Connors

Why have you spent so much time in

One of things we really loved about traveling in

For conversations in Asia we depended on English-

South America relative to the other

South America is that once you master the basics

speaking people. While those discussions were

regions you’ve traveled through?

of Spanish and Portuguese you can communicate

interesting, our in-depth conversations were very

with eighty percent of the local people. This is

much limited to one part of society (generally

We loved South America for a number of reasons

a huge difference with Asia or the Subcontinent

speaking the educated, city people). In South

– landscape, wildlife, people, language. It was

where they have dozens if not hundreds of

America we could ask a street sweeper or a taxi

easy to stay on this continent for long periods of

languages and you can’t possibly learn them all.

driver or a woman working in the fields what their

time because our visas could easily be extended

By speaking the language we could dig deeper into

thoughts were on the latest soccer match, the

or renewed. Besides, we have to make a living

society, whereas in Asia we felt that we stayed

elections, or social issues, which made traveling

and so we sometimes stay at places to work.

much more on the outside of people's lives.

on this continent intense and fascinating.
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Q

Jessica & Kobus Mans and Jared McCaffree
Why does everyone hate ground tents?
I have no idea if everybody does; we most
certainly don't. We carry a ground tent for
multiple-day hikes. The reason we don't use it
on a daily basis is simply that it never occurred
to us. When we traveled in Patagonia, a friend
of ours traveled with us for three months; he

Q

from Carpas Anaconda, we have slept in the
rooftop tent again whenever it was possible.

Henk Nijlunsing & Marianne van Hasselt
I know that you have been traveling for a
very long time, and on a very low budget.
That must be very difficult. I admire both
of you for dealing with that and that you
are always looking for opportunities to earn

slept in a ground tent, just like you did on your

some money. How have you coped with that

overland journey. We had no problem finding a

low budget during so many years in a row?

place to spend the night that suited all of us.

And how does it affect your relationship?

We can sleep in the Land Cruiser and have a

Karin-Marijke – When we met you in India, in

rooftop tent – the latter looked super adventurous

2004, we were indeed traveling as cheaply as

to us so, before our departure, we easily

possible, since we were living on our savings

convinced ourselves that we 'needed' one. It

and wanted to stretch them for as long as

has been a good investment, I have to say; we

possible. To combine traveling with working was

slept in it almost every night for the first five

a thought that had not yet occurred to us.

years. When the tent was no longer waterproof
we used it only where dry weather seemed

I suppose that what is low budget for one may

likely. Since we got a new one in Venezuela

be luxury for others. It's always very hard to
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compare budgets I find, as they depend on so
many factors. Since we started making money
we let go of that tight budget. We spend what we
earn; we earn what we spend – there's not a real
budget or goal either way. Somehow it works out.

But yes, it has affected our relationship in the
sense that whereas Coen has never worried
about money, I have (it's not without reason
that I am the bookkeeper and financial
manager!). For a while I was constantly
afraid we wouldn't be making enough money,
which put a lot of pressure on Coen as well
as myself. Lots of discussions ensued.

Somehow along the way, not sure exactly how
and where it happened, I learned to let go, to no
longer worry and to have faith. And interestingly
enough, that has worked out great. We no
longer argue about it, but instead have grown
as a freelancing duo, complimenting each other
in many ways, and enough money comes in.
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Q

of months, but this was our first strict Muslim

massive rain shower, he broke down after the

Rachel & Greg Denning,

country where a whole set of adaptions was

windshieldwipers gave out and rain came pouring

What is one of your most

necessary, such as wearing a headscarf and

into the Land Cruiser all over the place (rust

memorable/meaningful overlanding

coping with the interaction with the other

has been a problem since the very beginning).

experiences? Where and why?

gender. On top of that, we were both sick and it

It was our first serious crisis on the road.

took us weeks to learn we had caught our first

Karin-Marijke – I had a hard time adjusting

parasite (guardiasis). I suffered for weeks while

We made some major changes, finally got

in Iran. We had been on the road for a couple

Coen kept going strong until one day, during a

medicines, and drove to warmer weather. The next
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day a man helped us to find the spare part to fix

we later learned is the heart of the Iranian

marked on our mapless GPS, had not stocked

the windshield wiper. He spoke to another Iranian,

culture: unstinting generosity and hospitality.

up on food as it was a spur of the moment idea,

a complete stranger, who subsequently dismantled

That evening my culture shock evaporated and

but did carry water. After having conquered a

the part from his Land Cruiser and handed it to us,

Iran became my favorite country on our journey.

close-to-collapse bridge, a nightly affair with

not wanting a dime in return. A mechanic installed

drunken policemen and learning that our track

it free of charge. The man who helped us to find

Coen – Getting lost in the deep jungle of Laos

ended at the Vietnam border (which we couldn't

this part invited us to his home and we shared

is something I will not forget. We had the idea

cross as we had no visa), we dived deeper into

lunch and dinner with his entire family. He then

of retracing part of the Ho-Chi-MinhTrail, which

the jungle, continuously adding one point of no

invited us to spend the night as well (insisting we

during the Vietnam War was the road via which

return to the other. After five days of searching

sleep in the only bed in the house; everybody else

a massive, illegal, quantity of war material was

for a trail we exited the jungle as a better and

slept on the floor). In one day so many beautiful

transported to the south of Vietnam. We didn't

stronger team than ever, knowing that whatever

people crossed our path! We had met with what

find a suitable map, had some points of reference

would be thrown at us, we'd be able to chew it.
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Q

Lorraine Chittock

rules change, borders change, so why worry

You've been in South America a long time!

about something that lies so far ahead.

Do you think you'll return to Asia or go to
Africa in the future? Why or why not?
Karin-Marijke – Yes, I am sure we will return
to Asia in the future. India is among the places
that, one day, we'd love to go back to. We
haven't seen all of it and when people tell us
they are going to India, there is always this
tinge of nostalgia, "Oh yeah, I'd love to go there
as well." Africa is unfamiliar territory to us, so

reason Central Asia (the Stans and Mongolia)
are higher on my list, inasmuch as I have one.

“

There is the logical route that points north,

New York to the front of the library on 5th
Avenue where I started, and now that all the
press and photographers had gone––it was
all over. Those are harsh words, it’s over.
I can tell you that life can never be the same.
You have lived life to its fullest, and you

Slogan: We love driving
off-roads and roaming

others, write about it, but it is only you who

seeing what the world has

Coen – There are no fixed plans, just preferences.

When after two years I made it back to

have left behind a wonderful world that will

the land, getting lost and

maybe, one day, we'll go there too, but for some

Q
Hal Stephens

to offer—taste it, feel it,
hear it, smell it.

never be the same. You may talk about it, tell
truly feels it. That world will last for you, as
it does for me, for the rest of your life. But
you are not there yet. Wait and you will see.
What will you do when your trip is over?
I can honestly say that we have no idea. We had
never thought we'd be on the road for so many

but this can easily be changed and diverted

years. We never thought we'd made traveling our

to any other point on the map. As you know,

lifestyle and we still don't know how much longer

you can't plan everything in advance. Things

we'll continue or when – if ever – we’ll stop.

change, people change, governments change,
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Q

Julie and Jean Baptise Langlais
Have you kept the pleasure in traveling
overland during all these years? The
enjoyment, the excitement, are they like the
first day or do you fall into a daily routine?
Karin-Marijke – Pleasure, yes, definitely. For
us this has definitely grown into a way of life
that suits us. It has changed though, and this
automatically answers the second part of your
question. Because no, today is not like our
first day on the road. When we left, everything
was new and exciting: the first motorcycle
with three – let alone five – persons on it, the
crazy driving in Asian countries, the hospitality
of total strangers, the rough camping in the
most extraordinary places. Of course, many
things have now grown into routines.

I remember when in Turkey we met an
experienced traveling couple. They saw our
photos and remarked, "Wow, you really still do
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take photos of everything, don't you?" We didn't
understand that remark and she explained that
she wouldn't think of photographing e.g. a horse
and cart anymore. We still didn't understand it;
wasn't that just the most extraordinary sight in
the world? A horse and wagon on a highway? But
she was right, we learned later – today things like
that are no longer particularly eye-catching to us
to the extent that we need to take a photo of it.

Obviously, our journey has changed. The first
years were focused more on sightseeing and
moving on (I have to add this was also due to
a much stricter visa policy in Asia than in South
America). In South America we stayed in places
for longer periods of time: four months on an
estancia in Argentina, six months in an apartment
La Paz, Bolivia (renovating the Land Cruiser), a
year in Suriname, renting a small place as well
(because we needed a break for various reasons).
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Interestingly enough, having to work as well as
the type of work we do contribute to the fact
that we do keep an eye for detail, and try to
keep seeing that horse and carriage (to stick
to that example) as something unique to share
with others. The difference is that we earlier
took only the photo, now we walk up to the
driver and chat with him to learn from where
to where he is transporting all that fodder
(which has also to do with language, which
I spoke about in Dave Connors’ question).
Working for car magazines, travel magazines
and a food magazine helps us to stay sharp
and prevents us from falling into some daily
routine, no longer really noticing where we are.

Coen – With the kind of insecurity that is an
integral part of our lives (not knowing where to
sleep, not knowing where to find a mechanic,
go left or right at an intersection), I kind of like
some routine, such as having a cup of coffee
after Karin-Marijke's ritual of tea and breakfast. It
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might sound strange to many but we use an

photography is not about the camera or

alarm clock and I like to rise early with the

the lenses – it is about the eye. In my art

sun. I like to keep that rhythm of the day.

school's photography class I learned framing

Q

with just a piece of cut-out cardboard.

Sheena and Brad Van Orden

Looking for angles and anticipating how a

You take exceptional photos! I’ve

scene is likely to evolve is something that

always found it a challenge to take the

comes naturally to me and I find it very

photo I really want especially when it

hard to teach that to somebody else.

comes to people. Can you tell us what
camera and lenses you use and how you

But to get back to the camera: the most

take such intimate photos of people?

important thing is that, no matter what
camera you're using, to make sure you

Coen – Let me ask you a question first:

are comfortable with it. It should fit

Imagine you just had a delicious dinner

your hand, your eyes and your nose.

in a restaurant and you compliment the

Furthermore, it helps if you know by

chef on his work and talent. Will you

heart how your camera works and can

ask him what pots and pans he used?

change settings and options in the dark.

To answer that myself: I don't think so,

Now about getting intimate shots of

and I'm of the opinion that the same goes

people. Again, I believe it's not about the

for photography. Certainly, having the right

camera but about how confident I feel

tools helps. But as cliché as it may sound,

when stepping up to somebody to start
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a conversation. Often I joke around to start

Karin-Marijke Vis and Coen Wubbels lived

a conversation, or simply ask something, or

the rat race but swapped it for a life on the

comment on a person's dress, vehicle, bicycle,

road in 2003. They bought a rusty but reliable

kid, headdress or whatever. Later I'll ask them

Land Cruiser, threw in some clothes and other

if it is okay to take a photo. That first one will

necessities and drove from the Netherlands to

almost always be off and way too stiff and formal.

Vietnam. From South East Asia they shipped

But the shots right after generally aren't. While

the car to Buenos Aires and explored all South

shooting simply keep the conversation going;

American countries over the course of nine

ask questions. Sometimes, especially when it's a

years, learning Spanish and Portuguese as they

group of people, it helps if you show them a photo

go. There next destination will be the Far East.

on the LCD. With kids this is an absolute hit.

They work as a freelance duo and their work has been published
in 4WD/car monthlies as well as in travel magazines. They
were awarded the Overlanders of the Year Award 2013.
You can follow them on:
Landcruising Adventure.com
Notesonslowtravel.com
facebook/landcruising
instragram/photocoen
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